
Be Your

ARTist Clinic

Own

Located in scenic Venice
Beach, California

Dedicated  to  helping  grow
families  since  1995

Expand your family the
way you want to!

#1 Personalized

Reproductive Health

Center in America!



Our Services

We offer an abundance

of services for our

clients! 

Egg/Sperm Purchase

In-Vitro Fertilization

Preimplantation Genetic

Diagnosis

Amniocentesis (screening

implanted embryo for

diseases/disorders)

Embryonic Selection based on

sex, physical/genetic

characteristics

Selective Reduction



Cost
Because we offer many services,

the cost of one family's journey

from another can be a vast

difference. 

Prices start at approximately

$18,000 and can go up to

$250,000 depending on the

services a family opts for.

We also offer payment plans for

any family in need of one because

we know that assisted reproductive

technology is not cheap!

Our plans range from 12 months

to 10 years of installments!



After

Conception
At Be Your Own ARTist, we are not

only dedicated to helping expand

families, we are dedicated to helping

keep them healthy and happy, which

is why we assign every family a long

term social worker after birth.

Our social workers that we assign to

families are dedicated to help maintain

happiness and wellness in families

throughout every stage in their

children's lives. Social workers are

required to meet with families at least

twice a year for all 18 years of their

children's lives. 



Testimonials
The Mitchell's - 2 daughters

"We could not be happier with our

results! Having two daughters

through embryo donation was a

scary and unfamiliar thought to

us, especially because in our home

country of the United Kingdom,

assisted reproductive technology

 through genetic material

donation is scarce since donors

cannot be paid above a certain

amount of money for their time

(not very much considering the

nature of the process). The Be Your

Own ARTist clinic really helped

guide us through this unfamiliar

field and even helped match us

with a social worker in the UK!"
The Cruz's - 1 daughter

"After trying for 6 years to conceive

our own child, we went to the Be

Your Own ARTist clinic to expand our

family and we could not believe

how supportive their staff was! We

were apprehensive about using

donor sperm and we were flustered

with the many options we had, but

thankfully their staff made the

process really smooth for us, giving

us their advice only when we

sought for it. We absolutely

recommend this clinic to anyone

frustrated with the cutthroat

nature of assisted reproductive

technology!"
Caitlyn - 1 son

"I've been wanting to have children

for a very long time, and I've been

searching for a suitable partner to

make this happen, however I realized

at one point that I did not need to

have a partner to have a child - I felt

that I'd be socially judged for this

decision though. So I decided to go to

the Be Your Own ARTist clinic and it

was the decision I've ever made! I

never felt judged or looked down

upon, through my selective reduction

and embryo selection for a son with

brown hair. I truly felt like the staff I

interacted with cared about my

wellbeing and my needs in a child.

We have a 94%
success rate!



Our Philosphy

Our goal at Be Your Own

ARTist is to make the ever-

evolving, dense world of

assisted reproductive

technology smoother

physically, mentally,

emotionally and financially

for those who aren't experts

in the field. We want people

to be able to expand their

families in the way they wish

to and help them

adjust/thrive in their family

dynamics.


